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Abstract—Human speech signals produce sound waves that
induce vibrations on objects that they encounter. Such vi-
brations can be measured via laser vibrometers and possi-
bly used in speech eavesdropping attacks. However, there
is still much to learn about when this attack is feasible.
In this paper, we aim to broaden our understanding of
the viability of laser eavesdropping attacks to compromise
speech in the commercial user space. In our study, we design
experiments to measure the subtle vibrations induced on
commonly-available objects by nearby speech, using com-
mercially sold, high-precision laser vibrometers. To observe
idealized success rates of the attack, we maintain certain
physical parameters in favorable conditions that represent
best case scenarios for an attacker. We test three primary
attack scenarios considering different relative positions to
the target object. Additionally, we consider many important
experimental parameters to understand the generalizability
of the attack, including: speech sources, loudness levels,
vibration propagation media, and object materials.

Our vibrometer recorded signals were analyzed via a
two-pronged methodology including, (1) time domain, fre-
quency spectrum, cross correlation, and speech intelligibility
metric analyses and (2) an information extraction analysis
using both human listeners and automated recognition tools.
Our results suggest that eavesdropping attacks using a
laser vibrometer may be practical in some situations and
parameter settings (i.e., intelligence missions). However, we
find that live aerial human speech and machine-rendered
speech at a normal conversational loudness level does not
show signs of significant leakage in our analysis.

1. Introduction

The idea of using lasers for spying over human speech
conversations has existed since 1940, predating the actual
invention of the laser in 1960. Mainly we hear about laser
eavesdropping being used in intelligence operations by the
military to spy on potential threats and protect national
security. It may have been used in the past by the US
against Russian embassies [1]. It is also believed that the
CIA used a “laser microphone” to learn that Osama bin
Laden was hiding in a building in Abbottabad [1]. Used
for law enforcement, espionage or otherwise, the implica-
tions of such laser eavesdropping are clearly far-reaching
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and potentially devastating for the victims. Beyond the
classical examples referenced above, numerous online ar-
ticles, blogs and videos seem to suggest the possibility
of real-life laser eavesdropping attacks (e.g., [2]–[6])1.
In this work, we make new contributions exploring this
attack methodology, in the commercial space, that furthers
our understanding of its accuracy and feasibility. We ask
ourselves the following research question: How much
speech information can be learned using a publicly
available laser vibrometer and in which scenarios?

Speech and vibration are very closely related con-
cepts. Vibrations in our vocal chords generate sounds that
we formulate into speech in the form of sound waves.
As these sound waves interact with objects, they induce
vibrations proportional to the original speech signal [7].
Therefore, accurate measurements of the induced vibra-
tions could potentially be used to reveal the actual speech.
This functionality can be found in a technology called a
“laser vibrometer”. A laser vibrometer uses the concept
of Laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) to measure the subtle
vibrations (i.e., displacement) of an object with very high
precision. This raises concerns around the eavesdropping
potential of such equipment. There is specific interest in
investigating such an eavesdropping attack in the vibration
domain for a few significant reasons. Unlike traditional
microphone devices that require a close distance to the
speech source to adequately record the speech and are
easily hindered by a solid barrier between the microphone
and the speech source, an attacker armed with a laser
vibrometer could listen to private conversations without
being near the speakers. Even transparent barriers such as
windows may not be sufficient to hinder a laser vibrometer
from eavesdropping on speech related information. As
long as the attacker has a visual line of sight to the victim
or an object near the victim such that the laser beam can
travel to the target unobstructed, speech information could
be learned using a laser vibrometer.

In this work, we study the practicality of using state-
of-the-art, commercially-available, laser vibrometers to
measure speech signals. We look to better understand the
scope of such an attack in the commercial user space and
provide insights into how such an eavesdropping attack

1. There are many “spy” microphones and kids toys being sold for
under $100 in shops and online that claim to be capable of spying on
speech. We are skeptical that such cheap gadgets could perform well
at this challenging task and are motivated to use more sophisticated
technology built by a large company.
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could be successful. While the discussion about this topic
is present [2]–[6], we want to broaden our understanding
of the attack using controlled experimentation and in-
depth analysis.

Our study is three-fold. First, we design a specific
speech eavesdropping attack using a laser vibrometer.
Inspired by the real-world situation presented in [1], we
chose a cup (filled with liquid) and a glass window as
our objects of measurement. In the article, an intelligence
expert describes that such an attack could be possible in
a real office space by fixing a laser on a cup that was
inside the room where the targeted conversation was being
held. We define three measurement scenarios depicted in
Figure 1. Second, we use different cups to establish what
materials are more or less susceptible to such an eaves-
dropping attack and to generalize our results. Third, we
consider multiple parameters including: (1) speech source
(live human and machine-rendered via loudspeaker), (2)
sound pressure level (SPL) or speech loudness (normal
human conversation (40-60 dB) and loud (>70dB)), and
(3) propagation medium (aerial, shared surface).

We chose to include the loudspeaker scenario because
it allows us to test at greater loudness levels than normal
human conversational loudness and it captures some real-
world scenarios in the commercial space (i.e., business
meeting with conference call). It also has a clear applica-
tion for the gender recognition task because the speaker
would not be visible in the room. That said, we still
believe the scenarios involving live human and machine-
rendered speech (at normal conversational loudness) trav-
eling through the air are the most crucial to our research
as they capture scenarios involving actual (potentially
sensitive) conversations.

Our Contributions and Result Summary: We summa-
rize our key contributions and results below:

• Design and Characterization of Attack Scenar-
ios: We design a passive LDV attack to eavesdrop
on live human and machine-rendered speech. We
consider different positions of the malicious at-
tacker, target speech source, and point of measure-
ment and define three different attack scenarios;
(1) the vibrometer has an unobstructed line of
sight to the target cup (Direct-Contact), (2) a glass
barrier sits between the vibrometer and the target
cup (Glass- Barrier), and (3) the laser is focused
on the surface of a nearby glass window (Glass-
Surface). Each of these scenarios encompasses a
different setup of the actors in the system. The
attack scenarios are fully defined in Section 3.

• A Measurement Study Scoping Wide Parameter-
izations: We measure and evaluate the scenarios
introduced in the first item across a wide set
of parameters, and we acquired two state-of-the-
art laser vibrometer devices as our measurement
equipment. To our knowledge, our study has more
controlled parameter settings than any other previ-
ous work on this attack, elaborated in Section 4.1.

• Multi-Pronged Analysis of Speech Informa-
tion Leakage: Our research investigates potential
speech information leakage from data collected
via laser vibrometry. We first analyze the signal
collected in the vibration domain by inspecting

the time domain and frequency spectrum graphs
of the signal to identify any indicators of informa-
tion leakage. Then, we perform cross correlation
between the measured signal (after noise reduction
and speech enhancement) and the original speech
signal. The raw vibration data collected in each
scenario was converted to .wav sound files without
compression. Additionally, we perform an attack
on speech that considers two primary goals for an
attacker; speech recognition and (speaker) gender
recognition. We use both live humans and Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR) tools to achieve
this goal. The sound files described for the cross
correlation analysis above were re-used in Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk studies to observe how well
human listeners perform.

Implications and Scope of Our Work: Our works sug-
gests that laser eavesdropping in the commercial space can
potentially be successful when certain key conditions are
met (i.e., loudness of speech, material of target object,
etc.). However, this attack does begin to falter under
certain parameter values (i.e., speech at normal conver-
sational loudness, realistic distance between attacker and
victim speech, etc.) This is especially the case for sce-
narios involving live human speech whereby we suspect
that the produced sound waves are not strong enough to
induce significant enough vibrations for compromising the
speech. A caveat to these implications is that with highly
advanced and high-cost laser technology [8] and the possi-
bility of advanced speech extraction techniques, such laser
eavesdropping attacks could have more positive results
than what we observed. This is especially true in national
intelligence scenarios, with their level of resources, which
are outside the scope of this work.

We do recognize that certain settings can make this
attack successful. Yet, we chose to reproduce favorable
attack settings for an intentional bias in our experiments
in order to test our negative hypothesis. By testing the
attack’s potential under ideal conditions, we can make new
insights about the limiting conditions of this attack. Our
work does not present a new attack, but rather focuses on
exploring the application of laser vibrometry for speech
eavesdropping.

2. Background: Laser Doppler Vibrometry

The change in a wave’s frequency as it encounters an
object in motion is called the Doppler effect [9]. In terms
of Laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV), the frequency of the
light beam (laser) shifts in proportion to its velocity as it
is reflected off of the moving object that it is measuring.
This effect is used by the vibrometer to measure vibra-
tions. It can measure vibrational displacement, velocity,
or acceleration of an object. Additionally, the data acqui-
sition system processes the voltage signal generated by
the interferometer and digital decoding electronics. The
AC voltage signal is created by converting the frequency
shifts recorded by the laser.
Converting Vibration to Speech: The AC signal acquired
by the LDV is proportional to the instantaneous velocity
and can be stored in digital format (.wav in our case).
This is similar to how a microphone converts the signals
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Figure 1: A malicious attacker can take advantage of three potential attack scenarios to eavesdrop on speech. Green: an attacker can direct their laser
through the window of a building and focus on a cup that is near the speech source (Glass-Barrier). Yellow: an attacker can focus their laser on the
surface of a nearby window (Glass-Surface). Blue: an attacker can focus their laser directly onto an exposed cup without passing the laser through
a glass barrier (Direct-Contact).

produced by the vibrating diaphragm into audio signals.
We are focused on speech reconstruction capabilities so
we do not use the raw vibration data that is stored in
ASCII format.

Commercial Availability: The company Polytec offers a
wide array of vibrometer equipment that is available for
purchase by the public including; single-point vibrome-
ters [10], full-field vibrometers [11], microscope-based vi-
brometers [12], and special-application vibrometers [13].
Our study focuses on attacks using the portable, single-
point vibrometers such as the PDV-100 and Vibroflex [14]
laser vibrometers. Additionally, new LDV technologies
have been developed that are capable of detecting speech
by measuring window vibrations. Specifically, the Long-
Range Laser Listening Device [8] reportedly can measure
the vibrations of a window and eavesdrop on the speech
inside a room from 500 meters away. Although this de-
vice is currently only available to law enforcement and
government agencies, it could feasibly become available
to the public in the future.

LDV Applications: Offering the highest resolutions for
vibration measurements, Laser Doppler vibrometry is cur-
rently used in many applications of research and mainte-
nance. Some examples of applications for LDV include
turbine durability validation and development of nonde-
structive testing (Aerospace), recording physiological pro-
cesses and investigating sound conduction in the eardrum
(Medical), and measuring dynamic properties of Hard
Disk Drive (HDD) systems and sub-components (Data
Storage) [15]. Additionally, LDV can be used for audio
and ultrasonic studies [15], which is the focus of our
research. Specifically, we study the application of Laser
Doppler vibrometry for eavesdropping on speech.We be-
lieve the viability and severity of a laser eavesdropping
attack is very apparent and we look to investigate this
attack further.

Capturing Live Speech: In order to capture a signal for
reconstruction, the Nyquist-Shannon theorem tells us that
we require a sampling rate that is twice the maximum
frequency (Hz) of the signal. This indicates a minimum
sampling requirement for any sensor looking to record and

reconstruct speech, and that minimum can vary depending
on the application. For example, almost all telephony sys-
tems have a cutoff frequency of 3.4 kHz which means that
microphones with a sampling rate of 8 kHz are sufficient
for capturing speech signals for telephone [16]. However,
other applications such as automatic speech recognition
require even greater sampling rates (12 kHz) [17]. Since
LDV technology can capture vibrations with a very high
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, we are confident they can be
used to reconstruct live human speech.

In term’s of real life situations where speech may
be captured using LDV, the challenges are introduced by
the strength of vibrations induced by the target speech,
and the limiting factors of the environment conditions.
When speech must travel aerially to affect a nearby object,
there is a necessary loudness of speech (SPL) and travel
distance that must be met for strong enough vibrations
to occur on the object being measured. If the speech is
not loud enough, or it has to travel long distances, there
may not be enough energy left by the time it interacts
with an object, causing weak to no induced vibrations.
Further, the objects material plays a role in whether the
sound waves can effectively induce vibrations. Harder
materials are not as easily affected by vibrations as softer
and thinner materials [18]. In real life scenarios there are
sensitive combinations of conditions that must be met for
eavesdropping using LDV to be feasible, and this study
seeks to better understand what those are.

3. Threat Model & Attack Scenarios

Our threat model was initially influenced by the sce-
nario described in [1]. We do not consider the potentials of
law enforcement or other intelligence agencies to perform
this attack as the budget and equipment used in those
situations are not commercially available. We recreate
the nearby cup speech scenario and allow the attacker
to position their equipment close to the target object for
maximized attack success. In a real life attack, the LDV
could be positioned at much farther distances and focus
on an object through a window. Compared to standard
eavesdropping attacks (i.e., wiretapping, bug), laser-based
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eavesdropping can be setup and performed from much
greater distances and allows the attacker to go undetected.
We chose a cup as our target object because they are com-
mon in both business and personal settings. We included
water in the cup in order to foster any induced vibrations.
Threat Scenarios: As an illustrative example within our
threat model, we consider a real-world situation where a
small business meeting is happening in a standard confer-
ence room that has glass windows. There are two or more
people physically in the meeting with some other atten-
dees participating via a conference call. In the meeting,
sensitive information pertaining to business operations is
discussed and it is important that this information remains
private. The physical attendees of the meeting may have
a beverage that sits close to them on the conference table
and is susceptible to induced vibrations from surround-
ing speech. Additionally, the remote attending person’s
speech is rendered by the speakerphone/conference phone
that will also create vibrations which may be used to
capture speech. Using vibration measurement technology
an attacker can record those vibrations from some dis-
tance. Our hypothesis is that certain parameter settings
may significantly limit attack success, and reveling those
among our other ideal experimental settings will increase
our understanding of the attack’s practicality. Therefore,
our results may act as a baseline for understanding the
attack’s potential.

The threat model considers the possibility of speech
sound waves to induce a vibrational impact on the cup
containing the beverage and a nearby window. If strong
enough vibrations occurred and could be measured from
the cup or window, there is a potential for speech informa-
tion leakage. We also consider a more exposed scenario
in which two people are sitting outside at a cafe having
a private conversation (i.e., both the attacker and target
speech are external). Here the attacker can focus the laser
on the target object without passing through a window or
at the surface of a nearby window. Figure 1 shows real-
world scenarios that influence our experimental design.
Notably, while the threat scenario we define considers a
business setting and a public cafe, similar attack principles
would also apply to eavesdropping speech in other specific
scenarios (i.e., a person’s home).
Attacker Specifications: The attacker in our threat model
is equipped with a laser vibrometer that they can use to
measure the minute vibrations of an object. They are able
to achieve certain ideal conditions for their attack that
are not likely in a realistic scenario, but will increase
the feasibility and success of the attack. These settings
include a close distance between the speech source and
target object and a single speaker/volume per scenario.
We also assume our attacker has access to off-the-shelf
signal processing and speech recognition tools. Increasing
the sophistication of the attacker and their skills will
decrease the generalizability of our results as only a few
specialized attackers would have such skills. Therefore,
we design our attacker to better encompass a standard
level of eavesdropping capabilities.
Attack Scenarios: We define three commercial attack
scenarios that consider different relative positions between
the (1) attacker, (2) speech source and (3) point of mea-
surement, termed “internal” and “external”. From a fixed
location, the vibrometer focuses its laser on the surface

of an object that is near a conversation. Speech from the
conversation induces vibrations on the object which are
measured by the laser. The three scenarios we consider
are more or less practical and can be implemented in a
live attack situation. To clarify, although the vibrometers
in our setup use a visible laser that could reveal the attack,
an attacker could also use an infrared sensor head to
make the attack more surreptitious. While infrared lasers
would have a different wavelength, the same concept
of measuring fluctuations in that wavelength would be
implemented to measure the vibrations.

In the Direct-Contact scenario, the laser has an unob-
structed line of sight to the object that it measures. This
represents a more favorable measurement setting in which
this attack is most likely to be successful. The outdoor
cafe scenario described earlier is an example of a setting
where this type of attack could occur.

The Glass-Barrier scenario introduces a measurement
obstacle between the vibrometer and the target object. This
scenario represents a realistic situation in which an (exter-
nal) attacker must direct the laser through a glass window
to focus on an (internal) object. This scenario allows us
to investigate the affect that measuring through glass has
on the laser and whether it degrades measurement quality.

Lastly, the Glass-Surface scenario considers the po-
tential for a nearby window to pick up speech vibrations.
Here, we are able to test the situation where an (external)
attacker tries to eavesdrop on (internal) speech by col-
lecting data at an (external) point of measurement (i.e.,
outside surface of a window). So the attacker can poten-
tially eavesdrop on speech on the other side of the window,
while remaining completely hidden. Additionally, we are
able to test the situation where an (external) attacker tries
to eavesdrop on (external) speech (i.e., outdoor cafe) when
there is no object like the cup, but there is a nearby
window surface.

4. Our Methodology

We observe the impact of induced vibrations on a
cup and a window, near a speech source, and investi-
gate the potential speech leakage when those vibrations
are measured using a laser vibrometer. Our methodology
provides a broad insight into the viability of such an
eavesdropping attack (or lack thereof) with high precision
vibration measurements.

4.1. Experimental Parameters

Speech Source: Our methodology considers two speech
sources: live human and machine-rendered (i.e., loud-
speaker device). We use live human speech to determine
if a conversation at a normal loudness level can cause
vibrations on a nearby cup. The loudspeaker device allows
us to replicate live human speech as machine-rendered
speech and test its effect in a louder setting. The use of
live human speech captures the most realistic scenario in
which a live conversation may induce vibrations on nearby
objects. Additionally, the use of machine-rendered speech
from a loudspeaker device captures the scenarios in which
a speakerphone/conference phone is used during a private
meeting. As the phone renders speech of the remote
attendee, vibrations produced from the phone propagate
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through the shared surface (i.e., conference table) to other
objects on the surface, such as a cup.
Sound Pressure Level: Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
refers, or “loudness” of a sound, is measured in decibels
(dB) and it is estimated that the SPL of normal human
conversations is between 40-60 dBs [19], [20]. As part of
our methodology, we define two loudness levels; normal
and loud. The Normal loudness setting refers to speech
with an SPL of 40-60 dB. The Loud setting refers to
speech with an SPL of >70 dB. Although it is unlikely
that sensitive information is ever spoken or played at a
loudness above 70 dB, we felt it was important to test
in this decibel range as it allows us to gain a broader
understanding of the threat and how increased loudness
affects the propagation of vibrations. We use a digital
sound level meter to verify the SPL (dB).
Vibration Propagation Medium: We test two different
propagation mediums in which the vibrations from sound
waves can travel. The aerial propagation medium refers
to the air space. Sound waves that are projected in to
the air, such as in live human speech, propagate through
the air and impact the surrounding objects. Addition-
ally, we define the same surface propagation medium for
our machine-rendered speech scenario. Here, the speech
source (i.e., loudspeaker device) shares a surface with the
target cup, allowing any vibrations from the sound waves
to propagate through the shared solid surface and directly
into the cup. Again, an example of this scenario would
be the vibrations from a conference phone propagating
through the table that it is sitting on and into a cup that
is sharing a surface.
Material: We also look to investigate how different mate-
rials react when exposed to vibrations. Our methodology
uses three different cup materials, and a glass window,
for our experiments. In the setting described in [1], the
cup material is plastic. Therefore, we chose a standard
16oz plastic Solo cup [21] because of their popularity.
Considering that coffee is a popular workplace drink that
someone may take with them into a meeting, we also look
at disposable cups used for coffee. We chose a standard
16oz Hefty paper coffee cup [22]. We also chose to use a
16oz Styrofoam cup [23] as they are extremely common in
office settings. We suspect that some cup materials will be
more susceptible to induced vibrations than others because
of different physical properties. In each of our scenarios
the cups are filled with the same amount of water for
consistency. We also investigate how induced vibrations
affect the glass of a nearby window. Our experiments use a
standard double-pane window that was installed in the past
year to represent windows that an attacker may encounter.

4.2. Favorable Conditions

We control a few experimental parameters in settings
that will support speech eavesdropping success. Mainly,
we look to increase the strength of induced vibrations on
the target object, and reduce the difficulty of the signal
processing tasks that the attacker must complete. We
hypothesize that deviation towards more realistic values
will only increase the difficulty of the attack and lower its
potential for success.
Number of Speakers: Our experiments use single speaker
audio in order to induce the strongest speech vibrations.

Adding additional speakers at different loudness levels
will increase the complexity of the speech recognition
task. The attacker would have to perform additional signal
processing to isolate individual speakers and their speech.
Speech Distance: In our experimental setups, we use a
short distance (0.5 meters) between the speech source and
the target object as another effort to capture higher quality
vibration data. Sound waves from speech become weaker
as they travel through the aerial medium, and induce
the strongest vibrations on the nearest objects. In a real
life situation where the speaker is likely farther from the
target object, induced vibrations will be weaker and attack
potential will decrease.
Vibrational Noise: Background vibrational noise in the
environment can negatively affect the success of an eaves-
dropping attack. Since the target speech is extracted from
the vibration domain data, any unrelated vibrational noise
that is captured will make it more difficult to process the
signal effectively. Depending on the level of background
noise, the significant speech related data may be masked
or obfuscated. We perform all of our experiments in
scenarios that have no added vibrational noise in the
environment so that signal processing does not become
more complex.
Vibrometer Angle: In our experiments the laser beam
is not angled so that it intersects the point of measure-
ment perpendicularly. This position allows for the most
accurate vibration measurements with the least error. The
vibrometer device manual describes an error threshold
for measurements that is determined by the angle of
intersection from the laser to the target surface. As the
laser angle deviates from the perpendicular position, the
error margin increases.
Attacker Budget: The attacker in our model has a gener-
ous budget to purchase high-precision LDV technology.
Although such a significant budget is not likely for a
common day-to-day attacker, we want to demonstrate the
eavesdropping potential of top-of-the-line, commercially
available laser sensors. More realistic attackers would
probably use lower fidelity sensors (laser or otherwise)
which cannot capture the same quality of vibration infor-
mation that we do in our experiments. A lower budget
will certainly make the attack more difficult to achieve.

4.3. Equipment

We use high precision laser vibrometers, supplied by
the company Polytec; the PDV- 100 portable laser vibrom-
eter and the Vibroflex modular vibrometer [14]. The PDV-
100 laser vibrometer can measure vibrational velocity with
a frequency of up to 22kHz. The second vibrometer model
that we used to collect data is the Vibroflex vibrometer
equipped with the VFX-I-120 sensor head, VX-08 de-
coder, and VFX-O-SRI short distance lense. This setup
has very high precision with a displacement resolution
of 0.3 pm (i.e., can measure movements as small as 0.3
pm in distance). These devices represent LDV systems
that are commercially available for purchase and within
our attacker’s $50K budget. The PDV- 100 and Vibroflex
units, along with the necessary software, cost around $28
K and $47 K, respectively.

For our machine-rendered speech scenarios, we use
the Sony SRS-XB2 portable speaker as our loudspeaker
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device. The SRS-XB2 speaker device has a sampling rate
of 44.1 kHz and a frequency transmission range of 20 Hz
- 20 kHz. Using a loudspeaker allows us to increase the
loudness of the speech past the normal range of human
conversation. Additionally, the loudspeaker is a viable
alternative to live human speech because of its ability to
reproduce low frequencies. To ensure we met our loudness
level requirements in each scenario, we used an SLM305
digital sound level meter. We found that the SLM305
sound level meter was adequate for our purposes because
it samples twice per second, has a frequency response of
31.5 Hz to 85 kHz, and has a measuring range of 30 dB to
130 dB. For each experiment, the sound level meter was
held at the point of measurement (i.e., beside the cup) to
confirm the speech loudness (dB) was at the correct level
at the moment the sound waves encountered the cup.

4.4. Experiment Setups

Each of our experiments used the same general setup.
The laser vibrometer was attached to a tripod and po-
sitioned at a height equal to the height of the point
of measurement (i.e., on cup or window surface). The
vibrometer was located approximately 3 meters from the
targeted object with the laser parallel to the floor and fo-
cused on the point of measurement. While the vibrometer
has maximum measurement distances close to 30 meters,
we chose a shorter distance to avoid complications and
remain inline with our approach to test best case scenarios.
Through initial testing with the cup, we found that focus-
ing the laser on the surface of the liquid was not effective
because the liquid surface is not reflective so we decided
on measuring the side of the cup. We do believe measuring
any point on the outside of the cup will yield similar
results as vibrations propagating through the cup should
disperse evenly throughout the entire object. For each
scenario, the cup was filled with water and the amount
remained consistent for every scenario. We chose water
as our liquid for ease in conducting multiple experiments.
As liquid conducts vibrations very efficiently, we suspect
that it will enhance any induced vibrations.

For the Direct-Contact measurement scenario, there
were no obstructions between the vibrometer and the
cup. Measurements were taken in a closed/private lab
space where all of our experimental parameters could be
controlled. For the Glass-Barrier measurement scenario
we initially setup outside of a conference room, framed by
glass dividers, for measurements taken with the PDV-100
vibrometer. The glass divider acted as the “window” and
the laser was pointed through the glass and focused on
the cup inside the conference room. For the Vibroflex vi-
brometer measurements, we constructed our experimental
setup in a computer lab space where we used an actual
window for our glass barrier. Lastly, for the Glass-Surface
measurement scenario we utilized the same computer lab
setup as described above. However, instead of directing
the laser through the glass at a cup on the other side;
we focused the laser on the glass surface. Again, the
speech source was located on the other side of the window
with the played audio directed towards the window for
maximum induced vibrations. Appendix Figures 5a and 6a
in show images of our experimental setups for the PDV-
100 and Vibroflex vibrometer collected data, respectively.

All experimental parameters were explored in the three
scenarios described above. For the live human speech
scenarios, a human participant stood inside the conference
room, with their mouth approximately 0.5 meters from
the cup, and read the transcribed speech samples. The
human speaker used a normal conversational loudness
when speaking and directed their speech towards the cup
to maximize the effect of induced vibrations. For the
machine-rendered speech scenarios, the loudspeaker de-
vice was either placed on a decoupled surface near the cup
for the aerial propagation medium, or on the same surface
as the cup for the same surface medium. Specifically,
the loudspeaker device was placed on a chair for the
aerial scenario. We ensured both the chair and table were
mechanically decoupled so that the sound waves from
the loudspeaker could only propagate aerially. Appendix
Figures 5b, 5c, 6b and 6c show images of the loudspeaker
arrangements for the aerial and same surface scenarios.

The vibrometers we use measure along the axis of
the laser beam. If the laser beam intersects an object
at a non-perpendicular angle, there is a margin of error
that is elicited in the measurement. The error is equal
to the cosine of the angular deviation of the laser from
the perpendicular position. Therefore when the laser is
perpendicular, the error margin is 0% (cos(0) = 1). We
forcibly induce this condition of least margin of error
in our measurements by aligning the vibrometer at the
correct height and direction to intersect the target object
at a perpendicular angle.

4.5. Data Collection

All data for this study was collected in a quiet office
or lab space in order to reduce the effect of any unin-
tended external noise. Data was collected in the absence
of speech for each scenario to establish an initial control
measurement for our signal analyses, before introducing
the external speech.
Speech Samples: For our experiment scenarios that re-
quire machine-rendered speech played through a loud-
speaker device, we selected prerecorded speech samples.
The IEEE Recommended Practices for Speech Quality
Measurements [24] provides a set of recorded speech sam-
ples from both male and female speakers in the Harvard
sentences database. We chose to use speech samples from
this database because they are approved and used for test-
ing telephone and Voice over IP systems (inline with our
threat scenarios involving remote callers). The sentences
in each sample are phonetically balanced to use phonemes
at the same frequency that they would appear in the
spoken English language. Each speech sample recording
contains a set of 10 different sentences spoken by a single
male or female speaker. Both are native English speakers
without any significant accents. We randomly chose the
female-spoken sample labeled “List 1” and the male-
spoken sample labeled “List 25” for our experiments.
The speech sample from each speaker was replayed three
times for a total of 60 sentence samples used per scenario.
Additionally,we used the same sentences from the male-
spoken samples (List 25) for our live human speaker
scenario. For each measurement, the male human speaker
reads all 10 sentences from the list. Additionally, for the
purposes of speech extraction the most favorable setting
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(a) Loudspeaker-Aerial (normal) (b) Loudspeaker-Aerial (loud)

(c) Loudspeaker-Same Surface (normal) (d) Loudspeaker-Same Surface (loud)

Figure 2: Time domain graphs of signals captured in the vibration domain in the Direct-Contact measurement scenario, from the plastic cup, using
the Vibroflex LDV.

an attacker can target are those in which one person is
speaking (i.e., allowing the attacker to avoid processing
overlapped speech from multiple speakers). Therefore, we
only explore attack scenarios involving a single speaker.

5. Signal Analysis

In this section, we describe our qualitative and
quantitative analysis results for each experimental sce-
nario. Due to space limitations, only the most signif-
icant graphs/figures supporting our analysis/results are
presented in the paper and appendix as illustrative ex-
amples. For a full set of graphs, data, and materials we
refer to our website: https://sites.google.com/view/laser-
meager-listener/home. Throughout our study, our results
have been consistently validated via both our quantitative
(cross correlation, recognition, metrics) analysis and the
qualitative (inspection-based in time and frequency do-
mains) analysis.

5.1. Analysis Methodology

We approach our analysis of the captured signals
in four parts: (1) time domain analysis, (2) frequency
spectrum analysis, (3) cross correlation analysis, and (4) a
speech intelligibility metric analysis. We visually inspect
the time domain graphs of the vibration signals. When
the speech is strong enough, we expect to see 10 distinct
peaks in the time domain graphs of the vibration signals.
These peaks should align with the 10 sentences in the
original audio file.

Similarly, we generate the power frequency spectrum
from the original vibration signal and look for 10 dis-
tinct frequency markers that would correspond to the 10
sentence utterances in the audio. In order to convert a
signal from the time domain to the frequency domain,
transform functions are used to convert the sum or inte-
gral of sine waves in the signal to different frequencies
that represent the frequency components of the original
signal. We achieve this conversion using the Matlab tool

and performing manual Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
operation on the raw data to produce the spectrogram.
Through a bit of trial and error,we determined the set
of parameters for our transform function that produced
the best output (i.e., scale, detail, etc.). The sampling
rate was set to 9600, the window size was set to 1200,
the noverlap value was calculated as the floor of 2/3 the
window size (or 800), and the chosen nfft value was 2048.
Using the recommended 2ˆnextpow2(data size) function to
determine nfft, we found that our data size was too big
and the function could not handle such a large nfft value.
Therefore, we calculated the 2ˆnextpow2 of our window
size to achieve the 2048 value. The frequency domain
graphs show visual representations of vibrational impact
and make it easier to identify the measurable effects.

We generate cross correlation graphs that compare
the original audio file to the reconstructed audio files
(from vibration signal) of each experimental scenario. In
a correlation graph, a spike at lag=0 on the graph is
an indicator of correlation between the two signals. The
amplitude of the peak is equal to the correlation score. We
classify the correlation score results from each scenario
using the scale defined by [25] where a score of 0.00 -
0.3333 is considered Weak, a score of 0.3333 - 0.6666 is
Medium, and a score of 0.6666 - 1.00 is Strong. Through
observation we found that Weak scores refer to audio with
no intelligible speech (0.0 score sounds like noise and 0.33
score sounds like noisy, unintelligible speech). Medium
scores indicate some intelligible speech and clear speech
presence, and Strong scores indicate the audio is mostly
or completely intelligible to human listeners.

We performed some post-processing on the recon-
structed audio files to enhance any underlying speech
signal information that may have been captured. Specif-
ically, we use the speech enhancement routines from
the speech processing toolbox in Matlab, called VOICE-
BOX [26]. We initially tested out the routines specific
to “speech enhancement”: specsub, spendred, ssubmmse,
and ssubmmsev. We determined that the ssubmmse routine,
which uses minimum-mean square error (MMSE) criteria
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(a) Loudspeaker-Aerial (normal)

(b) Loudspeaker-Aerial (loud)

(c) Loudspeaker-Same Surface (normal)

(d) Loudspeaker-Same Surface (loud)

Figure 3: Frequency spectrum graphs of signals captured in the Direct-
Contact measurement scenario, from the plastic cup, using the Vibroflex
laser vibrometer.

for speech enhancement, had the best performance (i.e.,
speech enhancement and static noise reduction) on our
samples. The ssubmmse routine was applied to all of our
reconstructed audio files for use in the cross correlation
analysis, and in the speech recognition studies (Section 6).

Lastly, we calculated speech metric values to deter-
mine presence and intelligibility for the highest quality
recovered samples. We use the results from the initial
analyses (1- 3) to select the loudspeaker scenarios that
show the greatest presence of speech leakage, for each
speech source and propagation medium that was tested.
From the Direct-Contact scenario, we selected samples
from the Loudspeaker-Aerial and Loudspeaker-Same Sur-
face setups with the Loud SPL setting, and the Live
Human-Aerial setup with the Normal SPL setting. We
also included raw microphone recordings of the clean

audio (no noise present) for a comparison of samples
containing truly intelligible speech. Each of the recovered
audio samples was manually processed to isolate the
sentences, resulting in 10 individual samples containing
one sentence each, for a total of 60 sentence samples per
scenario. We calculate the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR),
Short-Term Objective Intelligibility (STOI) [27], and the
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) [28]
metrics to further explore the quality of speech captured
in our recovered samples. The SNR values indicate the
overall presence of speech compared to the noise and the
STOI and PESQ metrics score the intelligibility of the
speech in the recovered sample. Comparing the metric
values calculated for our recovered samples with those
of the raw microphone recordings indicate the quality of
speech (e.g., attack feasibility) that can be retrieved from
vibration data.

5.2. Presence of Leakage

Through our initial time and frequency domain anal-
ysis, we observe certain parameter settings that consis-
tently indicate the presence of speech information leakage
throughout our different experimental scenarios. In our
time domain analyses, we look for 10 distinct peaks in
the time domain graphs generated from our enhanced
samples. These peaks indicate that the speech was able
to induce strong vibrations on the cup and may result
in speech information leakage in the vibration domain.
Additionally,we inspect the frequency spectrum graphs
generated from our enhanced samples and look for 10
distinct frequency markers. This would indicate that fre-
quencies unique to the speech were captured in the vibra-
tion data which could be used by an attacker to reconstruct
that speech. To confirm this assumption we perform cross
correlation analysis to compare the enhanced and original
speech samples and identify when speech information is
shared (e.g., leaked via vibration domain).
Loud SPL: Our time domain analysis revealed that most
scenarios with peaks in the time domain graph, that corre-
late to induced vibrations from the speech, used speech at
the Loud SPL level. The time domain graph for the Loud
SPL, same surface setting in Figure 2d shows an example
of the peaks we are looking for. In the Direct-Contact
setting with Loud SPL speech, peaks were observed in
the graphs generated from scenarios with the same surface
propagation medium for all cup materials, and in the aerial
propagation scenario for the Styrofoam cup. In the Glass-
Barrier setting, we see peaks corresponding to the speech
in both the aerial and same surface propagation medi-
ums, for all cup materials, when the speech was played
at a Loud SPL level. This suggests that the measured
vibrations induced via the aerial propagation medium are
stronger in the Glass-Barrier scenario due to vibrations
that are also induced in the glass. Similarly, the aerial
propagation medium scenario tested in the Glass-Surface
setup also contained distinct peaks in the time domain
graph when there was Loud speech.

Our frequency spectrum analysis had similar results
to our time domain analysis. In the Direct-Contact, Loud
SPL setup, we observed unique frequency markers in the
spectrum graphs generated for scenarios with the same
surface propagation medium for all cup materials, and
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(a) Loudspeaker-Aerial (normal) (b) Loudspeaker-Aerial (loud)

(c) Loudspeaker-Same Surface (normal) (d) Loudspeaker-Same Surface (loud)

Figure 4: Cross correlation graphs comparing the original audio to the data collected in the Direct-Contact measurement scenarios, from the plastic
cup, using the Vibroflex laser vibrometer.

the aerial propagation medium for the Styrofoam cup.
Figure 3 depicts the frequency spectrum graphs generated
from samples collected in the Direct-Contact scenario and
Figure 3d shows the 10 speech related frequency markers.
In the Glass-Barrier scenario with Loud speech, the fre-
quency markers were present in the spectrum graphs for
both the aerial and same surface propagation. We identify
speech frequencies in all scenarios using the Loud SPL
level. This is consistent with our observation that aerially
induced vibrations are stronger in the Glass-Barrier sce-
nario. Lastly, we find speech related frequencies in the
Glass-Surface, aerial propagation, Loud SPL setup.

We further confirm our previous observations with
cross correlation analysis for some settings. In the Direct-
Contact scenario, the cross correlation graphs comparing
the same surface propagation medium samples to the
original speech showed some correlation (although Weak)
for all cup materials and Loud SPL speech. Spikes in the
graph indicating correlation were seen for the aerial prop-
agation medium samples from the plastic and Styrofoam
cups. Figure 4 shows the cross correlation graphs with
spikes at lag=0. Additionally, our results for the Glass-
Barrier and Glass-Surface attack settings were supported
by our cross correlation analysis. Appendix Figures 8 &
9 show the cross correlation graphs for these scenarios.
Same Surface Propagation Medium: Another parameter
that consistently produced results indicating speech leak-
age was the Same Surface propagation medium. Along
with the results for the Same Surface - Loud SPL scenarios
described above, our time domain analysis of the Direct-
Contact samples also revealed that some settings Normal
SPL speech levels produced graphs with distinct peaks (for
plastic and Styrofoam cup materials). Figure 2c shows the
few small peaks in the time domain graph of the Same
Surface - Normal SPL scenario measured from the plastic
cup. In the Glass-Barrier setup, we observed induced
vibrations only when speech was played at the Loud SPL
level with Shared Surface propagation.

Our frequency spectrum analysis of these samples
produced similar results with frequencies unique to the
original speech present in the spectrum graphs for scenar-

ios using Loud SPL speech for all cup materials and attack
setups. Additionally, these frequency markers were seen
in the graphs for Direct-Contact scenarios using speech
at the Normal SPL level, for the plastic and Styrofoam
cups. Figure 3c shows the frequency spectrum graph for
the plastic cup containing distinct markers.

Cross correlation analysis of the Same Surface propa-
gation medium scenarios confirm our observations in prior
analyses. We see some correlation (although Weak) be-
tween the original speech audio and the samples collected
when speech was played at the Loud SPL level, for all cup
materials and attack setups. Appendix Figure 9c shows the
peak indicating some correlation at lag=0 for the plastic
cup in the Glass-Barrier, Normal SPL scenario.

5.3. Absence of Leakage

We also identify parameter settings that consistently
showed no indication of speech information leakage. The
graphs generated from these scenarios contain no time do-
main peaks or frequency spectrum markers that are unique
to the original speech audio. Our cross correlation analysis
confirmed this with no spikes to indicate correlation with
the original speech audio (e.g., no speech leakage).
Normal SPL - Aerial Propagation: In each of our analy-
ses, there was one parameter combination that showed no
sign of speech information leakage throughout each of the
attack scenarios. When speech was propagated Aerially,
at the Normal SPL level, we found no clear presence
of speech information leakage in either our time domain
(Figure 2a) or frequency spectrum (Figure 3a) analyses
(e.g., no distinct peaks or frequencies specific to the
original speech were seen in the generated graphs). The
absence of speech information leakage in these scenarios
was further supported by our cross correlation analysis.
The cross correlation graphs have no spike at lag=0 to
suggest a correlation with the original speech, seen in
Figure 4a. Uniquely, the cross correlation graph for the
Normal SPL - Aerial propagation scenario in the Glass-
Surface setup, shown in Appendix Figure 8c, does indicate
a minor correlation. Since the correlation is on the lower
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end of the Weak classification range, and there was no
indication of leakage in the time/frequency domains, there
is likely no chance for speech information leakage.
Live Human Speech: We also observe this lack of infor-
mation leakage from our samples collected when speech
came from a Live Human speaker (also Normal SPL level
and Aerial propagation). The results of our time domain
and frequency spectrum analyses were inline with our
observation from the loudspeaker generated, Normal SPL,
aerial propagation samples. Again, we further confirm the
lack of speech information in these samples with cross
correlation. Appendix Figure 7 shows the cross correlation
graphs generated from the Live Human speech samples.
These figures show no significant peaks to suggest corre-
lation with the original speech.

5.4. Speech Metric Analysis

Our analysis using the different speech metrics demon-
strates the lack of intelligible speech in the audio samples
recovered from vibration data. Compared to the scores
seen for the microphone recordings, we find that the
recovered samples have much lower speech presence
and intelligibility. Appendix Table 4 shows the average
SNR, STOI, and PESQ scores for samples collected in
the Direct-Contact, Styrofoam setup. We calculate scores
for each Speech Source and Propagation Medium. We
selected samples from the Loud SPL setting for the
Loudspeaker scenarios because they produced stronger
signal recovery. We compare these metric values to those
calculated for raw microphone recordings of the original
speech audio (at Normal SPL level).

The SNR results demonstrate the decreased presence
of the original signal in our recovered samples compared
to a plain audio recording. Additionally, we see that mov-
ing from the Same Surface to Aerial propagation medium,
and then from the Loud to Normal SPL levels result in
even lower SNR. Similarly, we can see the perceived
intelligibility of our recovered samples is significantly
lower than a normal microphone recording. The STOI
metric results show a decrease from 0.91 (very intelligible)
for the microphone recordings to 0.39 (poor intelligibility)
and lower for our recovered samples. This decrease in
intelligibility is further confirmed by our PESQ results
where we see an immediate decrease by more than half
(from 3.79 to 1.50) in the PESQ scores of our recovered
samples compared to the microphone recordings. This
indicates low intelligibility compared to the clear audio.
And for both STOI and PESQ, we observe the same trends
for Same Surface to Aerial and Loud to Normal SPL with
each metric value decreasing.

6. Human/Automated Recognition Analysis

Having observed the present and absence of speech
information leakage, we wanted to assess if this trans-
lates to speech and gender recognition. In a two-pronged
approach, we used the reconstructed and enhanced audio
samples previously described in Section 5. First, we use
the power of live human listening and comprehension in
a study with live human participants. Second, we utilize
popular automatic speech recognition (ASR) tools such as
Google and IBM Speech-to-Text services to understand

how successful automated tools are when faced with our
reconstructed samples. In recent years, speech recognition
systems have been vastly improved with some systems
achieving comparable performance (i.e., error rates) to
actual human listeners [29]. However, the human ear
remains superior in understanding speech in noisy envi-
ronments [30], [31].

6.1. Live Human Study

Study Design: The goal of the study was to investigate the
human perception of speech presence and intelligibility in
the reconstructed audio samples. We conducted two sepa-
rate Amazon Mechanical Turk studies to analyze the data
collected from each of the two vibrometers. Our signal
analysis of the vibration data collected with the PDV-
100 identified 23/30 scenarios with the most potential for
speech information leakage. Additionally, we included all
26 scenarios measured with the Vibroflex vibrometer.

We designed an online survey in Google Forms [32]
to assess speech detection by live humans in the post-
processed audio samples. We included the best sample
(10 sentences) from each scenario and the samples on
each page of the survey were anonymously labeled and
appeared in a randomized order. Also, the participants
were allowed to replay the samples as many times as they
wanted. They were asked to listen to each sample and
identify the speaker’s gender and transcribe any words or
phrases that they could understand. The participants were
given a blank textbox where they could type their tran-
scriptions. The participants were instructed to type “NA”
in the textbox if they could not understand any words
in the audio sample. Our survey had two qualification
criteria; all respondents were native English speakers and
did not have any known hearing impairments or loss. The
survey took about 30 minutes and each participant was
compensated $2.00 for completing it.

The survey included a “dummy” audio sample in order
to test the participation of each respondent while taking
the survey. The sample contained fully intelligible audio of
the numeric digits “zero” thru “nine”. We used this ques-
tion to filter our responses and remove any that did not
transcribe the dummy sample correctly, which we labeled
“invalid” (e.g., did not make a good effort). Both studies
were approved by our University’s IRB and standard best
practices were used to protect the participants’ privacy.
Analysis: From the 126 total responses collected from
the two studies, we identified 97 valid responses from 40
females, 56 males, and 1 non-binary person. The respon-
dents represent a variety of ages (18-50+), educational
levels (High School, Bachelors, Masters), and fields of
study (Computer Science, Liberal Arts, etc..). The dis-
tribution of these demographics was similar between the
two studies. We define five categories (Very Low, Low,
Medium, High, Very High) to describe the success of
speech recognition. Each category represents a range for
speech transcription accuracy: Very Low = [0-10%], Low
= (10-30%], Medium = (30-70%), High = [70-90%), and
Very High = [90-100%].

Each of these categories define different levels of
speech presence in the noisy audio; Very Low success: no
speech detection and only noise is heard, Low success: the
subtle presence of (unintelligible) speech may be detected
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TABLE 1: Average and maximum speech decoding accuracies from our Mechanical Turk study and ASR analysis. Accuracies are reported for both
vibrometers and spaces marked “–” indicate scenarios that were not tested for that vibrometer.

PDV-100 Vibroflex
Mturk Study Google Cloud STT Mturk Study Google Cloud STT

Attack Scenario Material Speech Source – Propagation 
Medium Loudness

Human Decoding
Accuracy:
Average

(Maximum)

Gender
Classification

Accuracy:
Average

ASR Decoding
Accuracy:
Maximum

Human Decoding
Accuracy:
Average

(Maximum)

Gender
Classification

Accuracy:
Average

ASR Decoding
Accuracy:
Maximum

Direct-Contact

Paper

Human Speaker-Aerial Normal 0% (0%) 32% 0% -- -- --

Loudspeaker-Aerial Normal 0% (0%) 2% 0% 0% (0%) 4% 0%
Loud 0.02% (1.23%) 42% 0% 0% (0%) 11% 0%

Loudspeaker-Same Surface Normal 0% (0%) 52% 0% 0% (0%) 4% 0%
Loud 0% (0%) 0% 0% 0.03% (1.27%) 85% 1%

Plastic

Human Speaker-Aerial Normal 0% (0%) 0% 0% -- -- --

Loudspeaker-Aerial Normal 0% (0%) 0% 0% 0% (0%) 4% 0%
Loud 0.05% (1.27%) 8% 0% 0% (0%) 11% 0%

Loudspeaker-Same Surface Normal 0% (0%) 78% 0% 0% (0%) 47% 0%
Loud 7.6% (38.27%) 96% 3% 4.78% (29.63%) 100% 2%

Styrofoam

Human Speaker-Aerial Normal 0.64% (4.94%) 84% 0% -- -- --

Loudspeaker-Aerial Normal 1.58% (7.41%) 100% 0% 0% (0%) 40% 0%
Loud 0.28% (3.8%) 82% 0% 0.11% (1.27%) 77% 0%

Loudspeaker-Same Surface Normal 0.13% (3.8%) 94% 0% 0.08% (1.27%) 83% 1%
Loud 8.89% (37.04%) 94% 17% 17.81% (65.43%) 98% 10%

Glass-Barrier

Paper
Loudspeaker-Aerial

Normal -- -- -- 0% (0%) 23% 0%
Loud -- -- -- 0.08% (1.27%) 87% 0%

Loudspeaker-Same Surface
Normal -- -- -- 0% (0%) 4% 0%
Loud 0% (0%) 38% 0% 0.03% (1.27%) 83% 0%

Plastic
Loudspeaker-Aerial

Normal -- -- -- 0% (0%) 6% 0%
Loud -- -- -- 0.13% (3.7%) 91% 0%

Loudspeaker-Same Surface
Normal 0% (0%) 8% 0% 0% (0%) 17% 0%
Loud 0% (0%) 90% 0% 0% (0%) 87% 0%

Styrofoam

Human Speaker-Aerial Normal 0% (0%) 22% 0% -- -- --

Loudspeaker-Aerial
Normal 0% (0%) 4% 0% 0% (0%) 6% 0%
Loud 2.54% (17.28%) 2% 3% 0.16% (7.41%) 62% 0%

Loudspeaker-Same Surface
Normal 0% (0%) 80% 0% 0% (0%) 0% 0%
Loud 15.23% (44.44%) 18% 3% 0.66% (8.64%) 83% 0%

Glass-Surface Glass Loudspeaker-Aerial
Normal -- -- -- 0% (0%) 6% 0%
Loud -- -- -- 0.08% (3.7%) 83% 0%

among the noisy audio, Medium success: an equal mix
of noise and speech is perceived and can be partially
transcribed, High success: almost all of the speech is
understood and transcribed, and Very High success: all
of the original speech is intelligible in the reconstructed
audio and can be transcribed. We classify success using
the maximum speech recognition accuracy observed from
all responses in a scenario. Additionally, we define the
same five categories (using different accuracy ranges) to
describe gender recognition success. As a binary task, ran-
dom guessing achieves 50% success. Therefore, the five
categories we define encompass the accuracy range above
50% (below 50% is considered failed for performing
worse than random guessing). We define our categories
for gender recognition accuracy as: Very Low = [50-60%),
Low = [60-70%), Medium = [70-80%), High = [80-90%),
Very High = [90-100%].

Results: We calculated the speech decoding accuracy of
each user and audio sample as: # of correctly transcribed
words / total # of words in the sample. We observe the
average and maximum speech decoding accuracy across
all respondents in each of the tested scenarios. Table 1
displays the accuracies calculated from both MTurk stud-
ies. We found the scenarios that showed some presence of
leakage in our previous analysis have some potential for
speech comprehension by human listeners. In both studies,
the samples reconstructed from the Direct-Contact, Same
Surface, Loud SPL scenario for the plastic and Styrofoam
cups had the greatest accuracies. The maximum decod-
ing accuracies observed from the PDV-100 vibrometer
samples were 38% and 37% and from the Vibroflex
vibrometer samples were 39% and 65%. Additionally,
the samples collected by the PDV-100 vibrometer in the
Glass-Barrier scenario had a maximum decoding accuracy

of 44% indicating a Medium level of transcription success.
All other scenarios had Very Low success with maximum
decoding accuracies below 10%. Among the samples col-
lected in the Live Human and loudspeaker (Normal SPL)
scenarios with aerial propagation, the maximum decoding
accuracy was 7%. Our classifications for the speech recog-
nition success are summarized in Table 2. The results for
gender identification suggest a real potential for speaker
information leakage. Many of the scenarios tested had
80% or greater gender identification (High or Very High
success rate). In Table 2 we summarize the highest success
rate observed for gender recognition. Our observations
support previous claims made by other works involving
eavesdropping on speech using LDV [33]–[35].

6.2. Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) Study

Study Design: For our ASR study we reused the post-
processed audio samples from our live human study de-
scribed above. Initially we tested a few ASR services in-
cluding Google Cloud Speech Recognition [36], Microsoft
BING Voice Recognition [37], and IBM Watson Speech
to Text service [38]. We observed similar performances
among the Google and IBM recognition tools and ulti-
mately decided on the Google Cloud Speech Recognition
system because of its mass popularity and because it has
achieved comparable performances to humans in the task
of speech recognition [39]. We fed each reconstructed and
processed audio file into the Google Cloud Speech Recog-
nition tool which automatically generates transcriptions
using four different models; Default, Command/Search,
Phone call, and Video. We recorded the maximum decod-
ing accuracy achieved between the four models in Table 1.
Decoding accuracy is # of correctly transcribed words /
total # of words in the sample.
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TABLE 2: We generalize the results of our analysis for each attack scenario, speech source - propagation medium, and speech loudness. Considering
the accuracy results seen across all cup materials and vibrometer devices used, we describe the potential success for the speech and gender recognition
tasks using a five value scale (Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High). “-”: Failed gender recognition (accuracy <50%)

Attack Scenario Speech Source – Propagation Medium Speech Loudness Speech Recognition (Human) Gender Recognition (Human) Speech Recognition (ASR)

Direct-Contact

Live Human – Aerial Normal Very Low High Very Low

Loudspeaker – Aerial
Normal Very Low Very High Very Low

Loud Very Low High Very Low

Loudspeaker – Same Surface
Normal Very Low Very High Very Low

Loud Medium Very High Low

Glass-Barrier

Live Human – Aerial Normal Very Low - Very Low

Loudspeaker – Aerial
Normal Very Low - Very Low

Loud Low High Very Low

Loudspeaker – Same Surface
Normal Very Low - Very Low

Loud Medium Very High Very Low

Glass-Surface Loudspeaker – Aerial
Normal Very Low - Very Low

Loud Very Low High Very Low

Analysis: We used the same five category definitions
(Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High) that we
created for human speech recognition to describe the
success of ASR. Again, each category represents a range
for speech transcription accuracy and are defined as: Very
Low = [0-10%], Low = (10-30%], Medium = (30-70%),
High = [70-90%), and Very High = [90-100%]. Table 2
shows our classification of speech recognition success by
ASR for each attack scenario/ speech source/propagation
medium/loudness setting. Our classification was based on
the maximum observed accuracies for all cup materials
and both vibrometers.
Results: The performance of ASR was not comparable
to the human listeners. For the same scenarios, human
listeners achieved decoding accuracies of 38%, 37%, and
65%; while the ASR tool achieved accuracies of 3%, 17%,
and 9%. At most, the ASR tool was able to achieve Low
success in only one of the experimental settings. For all
other experimental settings, we find that ASR had Very
Low success.

7. Summary & Discussion

Our analysis revealed certain vulnerability patterns
between the different parameter settings that were tested.
We also investigated speech information leakage via live
human listeners and automated speech recognition tools.
Overall the live human listeners performed better at decod-
ing the audio samples (achieving up to Medium success
for speech recognition) than the ASR tool (only achieving
Low success for one setup). Significant decoding accura-
cies were observed in some limited scenarios suggesting
eavesdropping attacks may be successful in optimal condi-
tions. We found that these accuracies were only achieved
for Same Surface propagation, Loud SPL settings. Gender
recognition by human listeners was successful (High or
Very High) for Direct-Contact, Styrofoam cup scenarios.
Parameter Setting Observations: We observed consis-
tent trends among some of the controlled parameters and
the time and frequency domain graphs revealed the subtle
changes in induced vibrations across our parameter set-
tings. First, we observed that lower speech volumes result
in lower speech presence (Figures 2c & 2d). Additionally,
we found that transitioning from the same surface to the
aerial propagation medium lowered the speech presence

(Figures 2b & 2d). Our speech recognition study results
further confirm these findings with similar trends of im-
proved/weakened speech.

Cup Material Observations: Our results across all sce-
narios indicate different materials do have an effect on
induced vibrations and we observed that the Styrofoam
material was the most sensitive. We consider the density,
elasticity, tension and temperature to explain the effects
of induced speech [40]. First, the density values for each
material [41]–[43] correlate directly to our observation of
vibrational impact. Next, we consider the elasticity, or
an object’s resistance to change [44]. Young’s Modulus
describes the stiffness of a material [45] and using these
constants, we observed the least elastic material (Styro-
foam) had the greatest vibrational propagation. The other
physical properties, temperature and tension (amount of
pulling or stretching force induced [46]) were consistent.

Limiting Factors and Potential Defenses: Since our
experimental setup capitalizes on some idealistic settings
for the attacker and the live human speech at typical con-
versational loudness still did not impact the target objects
we studied, it seems that a laser eavesdropping attack may
be faced with several challenges. Specifically, the loudness
level of the target speech is the fundamental limitation
of the attack’s potential as it determines the strength of
induced vibrations. Other factors like increased distance
between speech source and target object, vibrational noise
in the environment, and multiple speakers will make it
more difficult to extract speech information. Therefore,
certain defensive measures can be take that capitalize
on these challenges. Sound absorbing materials placed
inside a room can dampen the impact of speech waves on
nearby objects and therefore reducing the level of induced
vibrations. As these attack must target an object with a
clear line-of-sight, blocking the ability to see any target
objects would also mitigate the attack (e.g., closing the
window blinds). And while not evaluated in the current
work, our results suggest that any noise inside the room
will only decrease the potential for attack success because
of the conflicting sound waves that affect the target object.
This can be accomplished using a simple white noise
generator inside a room to essentially mask any speech
related vibrations.

Speech Scenarios at Risk: From our experimental and
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TABLE 3: Comparison of experimental parameter settings used in prior works vs in our current work. “�”: Condition satisfied, “�”: Condition not
satisfied, “-”: Information not available in literature.

Prior Work Year Laser-based? Speech from 
Live Human?

Conversational 
Loudness?

Aerial 
Propagation?

Multiple 
Materials?

Li et al. [33] 2006 - - -
Shang et al. [35] 2009 - - -
Zalevsky et al. [55] 2009 -
Avargel et al. [56] 2011 -
Peng et al. [34] 2018 -
Lv et al. [61] 2019 -
Sami et al. [59] 2020
Wang et al. [62] 2021
Wang et al. [63] 2021
Michalevsky et al. [51] 2014
Davis et al. [54] 2014
Han et al. [53] 2017
Anand et al. [52] 2018
Nassi et al. [58] 2020

Our Work 2022

speech recognition results we can conclude that certain
speech scenarios are susceptible to laser-based eavesdrop-
ping. Live speech at louder volumes such as in business
presentations or group announcements are more likely to
result in successful speech recognition. Also, speech from
a device (where the device itself can be targeted) would
almost certainly be compromised by a laser eavesdropping
attack. This is because of the vibrations that are directly
proportional to the played speech.

8. Related Work

Previous works have investigated how induced vibra-
tions, measured with low-fidelity sensors, can be used to
reveal certain information. Marquardt et al. demonstrated
how a mobile application with access to the phone’s
accelerometer data can determine what text was typed on a
nearby keyboard [47]. Keystrokes on the soft keyboard of
a mobile phone can also be determined using the onboard
motion sensors [48]–[50]. Recent studies have also begun
to focus on the eavesdropping implications of such vibra-
tion measurements. Michalevsky et. al found that vibration
signals recorded by the gyroscope on a mobile phone
can be used to perform speaker classification and speech
parsing [51]. In [52], Anand et. al showed that the vibra-
tions from a speaker device, propagated through a shared
surface, can induce vibrations on the accelerometer that
are capable of revealing speech information. Han et. al go
even further to perform intelligible speech reconstruction
using data from a set of non-acoustic sensors including
a geophone, gyroscope, and accelerometer [53]. We use
more precise vibration data and encompass a more general
attack. A recent work by researchers at MIT investigated a
new method for extracting vibration data by using a high-
speed camera [54]. This work extracts vibration data from
video recordings, relying on image processing techniques.
Our work differs because vibrations are measured directly
and can be immediately converted to audio data.

Other works have emerged that present unique laser
applications for detecting or transmitting speech. Research
conducted by Zalevsky et al. showed how a laser can be
used to eavesdrop speech directly off of a human body and
also detect heart beats [55]. A similar work by Avargel et
al. [56] presented a remote speech measurement system
that uses an LDV device pointed at a user’s throat while

they speak in order to detect speech. While detecting
speech with an LDV by directly measuring the speech
source may be viable, targeting a live human in a live
attack scenario would be pose significant challenges. Our
work focuses on the attack model that targets motionless
objects near to the speech that can be affected by the
speech sound waves. Another interesting work was con-
ducted by Sullenberger et al. [57] where the authors define
a method for targeted communication using messages
encoded on modulated laser beams.

Most relevant to our work are the existing academic
studies that investigate laser-based speech detection in
the vibration domain by targeting a nearby object. Lam-
phone [58] is an attack that measures the vibrations of
a light bulb that is near user speech in order to eaves-
drop. Lidarphone [59] utilizes the lidar sensor of a robot
vacuum cleaner to measure speech vibrations from a
trash can. We notice however, that certain experimental
parameters are minimally explored. In Lamphone [58]
only loud machine-rendered speech is utilized which will
significantly increase the strength of induced vibrations.
In Lidarphone [59] there is a shared medium between the
target object and the speaker system which will directly
propagate stronger vibrations.

We have also seen academic studies that use the
same technology as our work, Laser Doppler vibrometers,
and appear to demonstrate speech detection capabilities.
A project by Amendolare et al. looked to develop an
audio surveillance device that measures the surface of
a window to eavesdrop on internal speech [60]. In a
work by Li et al. [33], the authors report that they can
use an LDV device to remotely recover speech and en-
hance its intelligibility. Achieving a simpler task, Shang et
al. [35] demonstrate real-time speech signal acquirement
(i.e., speech detection). Peng et al. [34] designed a system
that uses two LDV devices, measuring the same object,
to recover speech. In more recent works, authors have
implemented LDV speech capture to evaluate the effect
of speckle noise [61] and develop new solutions to reduce
speckle noise in laser-captured speech [62], [63].

While all of these existing works contribute to the
study of laser-based speech capture, our work furthers the
general understanding of the attack application’s feasibil-
ity by contributing a broader set of parameters and settings
for evaluation. Uniquely, we include certain parameter
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settings that have often been overlooked in the existing
works. In Table 3 we compiled information about the
experimental parameter settings of the most related prior
works that explore speech eavesdropping/detection in the
vibration domain. We can see that our work stands out by
including experiments that represent realistic parameters
settings for speech source, speech loudness, propagation
media, along with testing multiple target materials.

9. Conclusion & Future Work

In this work, we empirically investigated the threat
to speech privacy from vibrations induced by external
speech when measured by a laser vibrometer. Our work
demonstrated that in some unique cases such speech at-
tacks may be successful. We noted however that under
certain conditions that we explored, an eavesdropping
attack using a commercially-available laser may not be
adequate enough to compromise speech privacy to the full
extent of speech recognition. We found that live human
speech at normal conversational loudness (40-60 dB) was
only able to induce vibrations on the nearby object in some
limited scenarios. Overall, we believe this attack is much
more challenging than has previously been suggested. We
acknowledge that eavesdropping via laser can be effective
in the context of national intelligence (i.e., specialized
security operations with very high-intensity lasers only
available to the military [8]). And it is possible such
technology will eventually become commercially avail-
able. However, our analysis concludes that this attack may
not be as viable in the commercial space due to limiting
factors in the environment.

Although our work provides a comprehensive analysis
of the attack’s potential, there still remains many unex-
plored directions for studying laser-eavesdropping. Specif-
ically, future work may investigate the leakage of other
speech information including speaker recognition, emo-
tion detection, and language detection. Additionally,we
could explore new attack applications of laser vibrometers
such as detecting the number of people in a room by
measuring the exterior walls or monitoring when a person
enters or leaves a space by measuring the entrance.
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Appendix

1. Speech Metric Results

TABLE 4: Summary of the average speech metric values calculated for recovered samples from Direct-Contact scenarios and raw
microphone recordings.

Speech Source – Propagation Medium SPL STNR STOI PESQ

Live Human – Aerial Normal 1.21 0.20 1.37

Loudspeaker – Aerial Normal 3.23 0.29 1.39

Loudspeaker – Same Surface Loud 9.95 0.39 1.50

Microphone Recording Normal 16.18 0.91 3.79

2. Images of Experiment Setups

(a) Our experimental setup for
the Glass-Barrier measurement sce-
nario. The laser is passing through
the transparent glass divider and
focusing on the side of the cup.
For Direct-Contact scenario, the ta-
ble/cup moved to the spot marked
by the red X.

(b) The cup and speaker arrangement
for the aerial transfer medium scenarios.
The speaker device rests on the writing
board of a chair. The chair and writ-
ing board are decoupled from the table
that the cup is resting on so the vibra-
tions from the speech can only propagate
through the air.

(c) The cup and speaker arrangement
for the same surface transfer medium
scenarios. The speaker device shares a
surface with the cup. Any vibrations cre-
ated from the speaker source can now
propagate through the shared surface to
induce vibrations in the cup.

Figure 5: Images of experiment setups for data collected with the PDV-100 vibrometer.

(a) Our experimental setup for the
Direct-Contact (loudspeaker-aerial)
measurement scenario. The laser is
unobstructed and focused on the
side of the cup.

(b) The cup and speaker arrangement for
the aerial transfer medium scenarios. The
speaker device rests on a separate table
than the cup.

(c) The cup and speaker arrangement
for the same surface transfer medium
scenarios. The speaker device shares a
surface with the cup.

Figure 6: Images of experiment setups for data collected with the Vibroflex vibrometer.
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3. Cross Correlation Graphs

(a) Direct-Contact

(b) Glass-Barrier

(c) Glass-Surface

Figure 7: Cross correlation graphs comparing the original
audio to the data collected in Live Human speech scenarios,
in each attack setup, with the PDV-100 vibrometer.

(a) Control (No Speech)

(b) Loudspeaker-Aerial (normal)

(c) Loudspeaker-Aerial (loud)

Figure 8: Cross correlation graphs comparing the original
audio to the data collected in the Glass-Surfacemeasurement
scenario using the Vibroflex laser vibrometer.
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(a) Loudspeaker-Aerial (normal)

(b) Loudspeaker-Aerial (loud)

(c) Loudspeaker-Same Surface (normal)

(d) Loudspeaker-Same Surface (loud)

Figure 9: Cross correlation graphs comparing the original audio to the data collected in the Glass-Barrier measurement
scenario, from the plastic cup, using the Vibroflex laser vibrometer.
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